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Morphogen gradients regulate the patterning and growth of

many tissues, hence a key question is how they are

established and maintained during development. Theoretical

descriptions have helped to explain how gradient shape is

controlled by the rates of morphogen production, spreading

and degradation. These effective rates have been measured

using fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP)

and photoactivation. To unravel which molecular events

determine the effective rates, such tissue-level assays have

been combined with genetic analysis, high-resolution

assays, and models that take into account interactions with

receptors, extracellular components and trafficking.

Nevertheless, because of the natural and experimental data

variability, and the underlying assumptions of transport

models, it remains challenging to conclusively distinguish

between cellular mechanisms.
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Introduction
In recent years it has become clear that the translation of

the morphogen gradient into a pattern of gene expression

is dynamic and indirect, that morphogen gradients can

also regulate growth, and that target cells themselves

actively shape gradients (reviewed in [1–3]). Therefore,

to study the coordination between morphogen signaling,

target gene response and growth which produces pat-

terned tissues requires understanding the mechanisms

that cells use to shape gradients.
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To understand how the characteristic shape of a morpho-

gen profile is established over a particular developmental

time requires a quantitative approach. Most morphogens

for which quantitative data exist form approximately

exponential concentration profiles (Table 1). Theoreti-

cally, exponential gradients are a natural consequence of

morphogen secretion from localized sources, spatially

uniform degradation and non-directional spreading

(reviewed in [4]). This implies that the gradient shape

can be characterized by its amplitude and decay length

and is determined by three effective kinetic parameters:

the morphogen production rate, diffusion coefficient, and

degradation rate.

This macroscopic, tissue-level description of morphogen

transport does not explicitly consider discrete cells and

molecular interactions, such as binding of morphogen

molecules to other components and trafficking within

and between cells in confined organelles (reviewed in

[1]). The kinetic parameters in macroscopic models cap-

ture the effects such molecular interactions generate on

large scales and thus represent effective tissue-level rates,

which capture behaviours on length scales greater than a

cell diameter and time scales larger than the time during

which the morphogen crosses one cell diameter.

A major challenge has been to develop assays that dis-

tinguish between different cellular mechanisms of mor-

phogen transport [1] by clarifying how specific molecular

interactions influence the tissue-level effective rates. The

combination of biophysical theory, genetics, and in vivo
imaging techniques has allowed designing a diverse

repertoire of experiments. We will review two types of

approaches: (i) tissue-level assays, which measure mor-

phogen behaviour on large length scales in different

conditions that can help to distinguish between specific

cellular mechanisms, and (ii) cellular-level assays where

kinetic rates are measured on small scales.

Unravelling cellular mechanisms with tissue-
level assays
Before considering how specific molecular events (e.g.

binding and trafficking) control the tissue-level morpho-

gen behaviour and hence gradient shape, it is useful to

know what the tissue-level kinetic rates are. In recent

years, tissue-level morphogen kinetics has been

measured using FRAP, where the observation time scale

is similar to the time scale of gradient formation and is

usually on the order of hours, rather than seconds or days
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Table 1

Kinetic parameters of some morphogen gradients

Morphogen and

tissue

Decay length

(mm)

Amplitude Diffusion

coefficient D

(mm2/s)

Half-life t

(min)

Time of

measurement

Method of

measuring

D and t

Reference

Bicoid

Drosophila embryo

100 55nM

(4750 molec./nucleus)

0.30 (C) cycle 14 FRAP [6��,37]

140 nM 7.4 (N) 40** cycle 14 FCS [25,26]

36 mid cycle 14 photoswitching [10]

Cyclops

Zebrafish embryo

20*** 0.7 (TOT) 115 blastula FRAP

PA [7��]

Dorsal

Drosophila embryo

5

40*
cycle 10–14 [20�]

[34]

Dpp

Drosophila wing disc

20

(7.7 c.d.)

4400 molec./cell 0.1 (TOT) 45 third instar FRAP [5��,9��]

21 (65%);

0.003 (35%)

(EX)

third instar FCS [11�]

Dpp

Drosophila haltere

10

(4 c.d.)

0.005 (TOT) 250** third instar Production rate

reporter assay

[9��]

Fgf8

Zebrafish embryo

200 (9 c.d.) 53 (91%);

4 (9%)

(EX)

9** sphere-germ ring FCS [24�]

Hh

Drosophila wing disc

7

(2.7 c.d.)

third instar [9��]

Lefty1

Zebrafish embryo

80*** 11.1 (TOT) 220 blastula FRAP

PA [7��]

Lefty2

Zebrafish embryo

100*** 18.9 (TOT) 170 blastula FRAP

PA [7��]

Shh

Chick neural tube

20 (7c.d) E4 J.B.****

Squint

Zebrafish embryo

40*** 3.2 (TOT) 95 blastula FRAP

PA [7��]

Wg

Drosophila wing disc

6

(2.2 c.d.)

0.05 (TOT) 8** third instar FRAP [5��]

All values are reported approximately for rough comparison. For precise values, standard deviations, and further details, see respective reference.

Note that many of the reported kinetic parameters apply to morphogen-fluorescent protein fusions, rather than the endogenous proteins, and have

been determined in conditions of ectopic or overexpression.

c.d. – cell diameters.

C – cytoplasmic; N – nuclear; TOT – total pool (intra + extracellular), EX – extracellular.

FRAP – Fluorescence Recovery After Photobleaching.

FCS – Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy.

PA – photoactivation.
* The value given is the full width of a Gaussian fit to the gradient profiles at 60% of the maximum.
** The half-life was inferred from the gradient decay length.
*** The distance at which the fluorescence decays by 50% from the value at the source boundary.
**** James Briscoe, personal communication.
[5��,6��,7��] (Table 1, Figure 1a). To estimate the

effective diffusion coefficient D and the degradation rate

k from FRAP assays, a solution of the diffusion equation

with degradation and production terms for the specific

geometry of the bleached region and boundary conditions

is fit to the fluorescence recovery curve [5��,8]. The

parameters optimized in the fit are D, k, the immobile

fraction and the bleaching depth. Depending on the

geometry of the bleached region, such a fit might not

be sufficiently constrained to determine both D and k. In
Current Opinion in Genetics & Development 2012, 22:527–532 
this case, one of these parameters is determined from the

fit to the recovery curve, and the other inferred using the

measured gradient decay length l, which depends on D
and k as l ¼

ffiffiffi
D
k

q
. Both parameters can also be determined

independently without using l by quantifying and

simultaneously fitting the fluorescence recoveries in

different subregions of the bleached area, which suffi-

ciently constrains the fit procedure [5��,9��]. Alterna-

tively, the degradation rate can be measured with an

independent assay. For example, the half-lives of Nodal
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 1

photobleached region (FRAP)

focal spot (FCS)

~hours

~msec

(a)

(b)

1 µm
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0.05 µm

0.06µm ~ 20 GFP molecules  
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(a) Apical view of an epithelium with a morphogen gradient (green). To measure the tissue-level kinetics using FRAP, a region that spans several cell

diameters (grey rectangle) is bleached. The time scale of recovery is proportional to the morphogen half-life (Table 1). (b). Magnified view of the tissue

depicted in A, drawn approximately to scale using measurements from the Drosophila wing disc. The relative dimensions correspond to: apical cell

area 5.4 mm2; extracellular space – 50 nm; each green dot corresponds to the size of �20 GFP molecules (considering width of GFP 3 nm). �90% of

the morphogen is contained in endosomes (blue – early endosomes, purple – other endosomes) [28�], and 10% is extracellular or cortical. Endosome

size is not to scale. The FCS focal spot is depicted as a grey square with side 0.5 mm.
and Lefty-Dendra2 in the zebrafish embryo were deter-

mined by photoconversion and monitoring the fluor-

escence decay over time [7��]. Similarly, the lifetime of

Bicoid-Dronpa in the Drosophila embryo was measured

using repeated photoswitching [10] (Table 1).

In general, different morphogen transport mechanisms

can be consistent with the same effective kinetic rates.

To study which specific cellular events underlie the

macroscopic morphogen behaviour, tissue-level assays

can be modified for instance by photobleaching regions

with different geometries. In ‘nested FRAP’, the recov-

ery in the entire bleached area is compared to that in a

smaller subregion [5��,7��,11�]. If transport occurs by fast
www.sciencedirect.com 
extracellular diffusion, fluorescence recovery is expected

almost simultaneously and rapidly in the bleached region

because the extracellular pool would recover faster than

the observation time-scale (as reported for Dpp-Dendra2

in the wing disc [11�]). It would be interesting to test

whether such rapid recoveries can be observed far from

the source when a very large area is photobleached. If

transport is dominated by slower cellular events, like

endocytosis, the recovery would start later in the center

than at the periphery, thus causing a difference in the

shapes of the recovery curves (as for Dpp-GFP in the

wing disc and Nodal-GFP in zebrafish embryos) [5��,7��].
The observed difference in each individual experiment

would be affected by experimental variation. Therefore,
Current Opinion in Genetics & Development 2012, 22:527–532
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the measurement of experimental variation and the

quality of the correspondence between the data and

the theoretical curve (as in [5��]) is essential for deter-

mining which model the recoveries are consistent with.

Alternatively, tissue-level assays can be applied to mutant

conditions with pronounced effects on morphogen

kinetics. For instance, FRAP experiments in ‘shibire’

mutant tissues where endocytosis was partially or fully

blocked in a temperature-controlled way, suggested that

endocytosis has an effect on the effective diffusion

coefficient of Dpp [5��]. That endocytosis is involved

in transport through the tissue, rather than purely affect-

ing effective degradation is also supported by obser-

vations that the surface receptor and extracellular Dpp

levels are not significantly higher in shibire mutant

clones than in wildtype tissues [12�]. Endocytosis could

also affect the levels of other surface and secreted mol-

ecules involved in morphogen spreading, such as Dally,

Dlp and Pentagone [13,14��,15��]. Indeed, Dlp is found

to be apically increased in shibire clones, in which Hh and

Wg signaling are also affected [16]. To determine how

endocytosis affects Dpp spreading, it would be useful to

quantitatively measure morphogen kinetics in conditions

where these components are perturbed. In addition,

developing assays to directly measure receptor occu-

pancy, binding, and trafficking together with the known

rates of receptor degradation [9��], would help to

distinguish between transcytosis, restricted and free

extracellular diffusion as transport mechanisms

[5��,11�,12�,17].

In addition to FRAP, which creates a non-steady state

distribution of fluorescently tagged morphogen, tissue-

level kinetics can be assayed using the same principles by

photoactivation/photoconversion [11�]. The fluor-

escence in the photoconversion area should decrease

owing to transport and degradation. However, such

experiments are challenging because of the difficulty

of establishing non-phototoxic photoactivation con-

ditions (e.g. see [18]) and small numbers of observed

molecules compared to FRAP. For instance, no Dpp-

Dendra was detected away from the photoconversion

region in the wing disc [11�]. This observation was

invoked to suggest that the transported pool is undetec-

tably small, but it remains to be determined whether the

process of photoactivation itself does not affect the Dpp

trafficking. A complementary tool could be to monitor

the fluorescence decrease inside the photoactivated

region, similarly to Fluorescence loss in photobleaching

(FLIP) experiments, where continuous bleaching of an

area leads to observing a halo of bleached molecules in

adjacent cells.

FLIP was used to show dynamic nucleocytoplasmic shut-

tling of Dorsal in the Drosophila embryo [19] and a

transient compartmentalization of the syncytium during
Current Opinion in Genetics & Development 2012, 22:527–532 
mitosis, which has potential implications for effective

morphogen diffusion [20�]. This compartmentalization

might explain the apparent lack of effect of Bicoid nuclear

trapping [21,22] during interphase on the gradient length

scale. Thus, FRAP and FLIP approaches where a specific

subcellular compartment is bleached, can also be used to

address the effects of tissue topology on effective mor-

phogen spreading (see also [7��]).

Understanding tissue-level behaviour with
high resolution assays
A complementary approach to tissue-level assays is to

measure the diffusion and trafficking rates on small length

scales and investigate how they give rise to effective

tissue-level kinetics. Several methods have been devel-

oped to measure morphogen dynamics with subcellular

resolution. Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS)

quantifies the temporal fluctuations of the fluorescent

signal in a volume of �0.5 mm3 on millisecond timescales

and uses an autocorrelation function to estimate the local

diffusion coefficient and the concentration of molecules

in the focal volume [23]. It is also possible to distinguish

whether molecules traversing the spot are free or part of a

complex, as well as the relative abundance of different

pools. Crucially, diffusion coefficients obtained by FCS

characterize diffusion on a subcellular scale and are

therefore typically very different from effective diffusion

coefficients measured on the tissue scale [1,22] (Table 1,

Figure 1).

By performing FCS measurements at different distances

to the source of Fgf8-EGFP in injected zebrafish

embryos, Yu et al. reconstructed the shape of the extra-

cellular Fgf8 gradient and estimated that 91% of Fgf8-

GFP diffuse with a diffusion coefficient of 53 mm2/s [24�],
which was affected by inhibiting endocytosis. Based on

this, it was suggested that the extracellular Fgf8 gradient

forms by free diffusion combined with a uniform sink. A

slow fraction of extracellular Fgf8, affected by inter-

actions with proteoglycans, was also found. These results

demonstrate that FCS is a useful tool for measuring the

local kinetics of distinct morphogen fractions. However,

understanding how these extracellular fractions and the

internalized pool interact on long time scales to produce

the long-range tissue-level behaviour, remains a chal-

lenge.

Because of the small spatial scale of FCS it might be

difficult to reproducibly position the focal spot within

large subcellular compartments, such that all morphogen

fractions are represented in the data. For instance, the

nuclear size in the early drosophila embryo [6��] is �100

times larger than the focal spot, which raises the question

of whether the experimental setup allows measuring the

kinetics of all fractions of nuclear Bicoid (see [25,26]).

Conversely, since FCS is a diffraction-limited technique,

it is challenging to apply to subcellular compartments
www.sciencedirect.com
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smaller than �200 nm, such as small vesicles or the

extracellular space of very densely packed epithelia like

the Drosophila wing disc, which could be as narrow as

�10 nm (M.G-G. unpublished observation, see also

[11�]).

Several modifications of FCS are emerging to overcome

this and other technical challenges (reviewed in [23]).

For instance, scanning-FCS combined with dual-color

cross-correlation has been used to determine the mobility

of Fgf receptors along the membrane and their binding

affinity for Fgf8 in vivo [27]. The use of FCS for studying

receptor–ligand interactions in developing tissues could

provide key data for distinguishing different transport

mechanisms. For instance, the restricted diffusion hy-

pothesis for Dpp in the wing disc [17] predicts high

reversibility of morphogen binding, whereas the free

diffusion hypothesis requires nearly irreversible binding

to receptors [11�]. Besides data on binding kinetics, assays

for measuring the relative sizes of morphogen pools

located in distinct subcellular compartments are needed.

In this regard, further development of techniques based

on cross-correlating images of particles containing two

different fluorescent labels over time (PICCS) could be

useful. PICCS has been used to estimate what fraction of

early endosomes contained Dpp [28�].

Future directions
The combination of theory and quantitative in vivo
imaging has opened exciting possibilities for studying

the cellular mechanisms underlying morphogen gradient

formation. However, even for well-studied systems such

as Bicoid in the fly embryo and Dpp in the wing disc

[1,22], these mechanisms are still not entirely understood.

For instance, although it is clear that endocytosis has a

key role in Dpp gradient formation, it is unclear how it

influences the tissue-level kinetics and whether recycling

(transcytosis), restricted or free extracellular diffusion are

essential for long-range Dpp transport.

A major challenge in addressing such questions remains to

relate cellular-scale models to effective theories on the

tissue scale. Numerical simulations are helpful to bridge

between scales. Alternatively, the effective tissue-level

parameters can be systematically determined from

detailed models where different processes occur on separ-

able time-scales [29,30��,31�,32�]. The development of

better and higher-resolution assays for detecting morpho-

gen interactions will be key for identifying the relevant

rate-limiting processes.

Finally, the emergent properties of different trafficking

mechanisms could help to distinguish between them.

Systems that involve feedback or non-linear diffusion

can be more robust to fluctuations in morphogen pro-

duction [31�,33]. In turn, models where the degradation

rate can change over time could account for the scaling of
www.sciencedirect.com 
the gradient amplitude and decay length with tissue size

[9��]. Indeed, temporally increasing amplitude and in

some cases gradient scaling have been observed for

several morphogens [6��,9��,34–36]. Gradient scaling

has direct consequences for tissue patterning and the

regulation of growth, which emphasizes the fact that

growth and gradient formation are intrinsically coupled

processes and should be studied in conjunction.
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